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September 2021 Prophetic Word

We hear the Lord for the month and we set it with prayer. We hear it from the Lord before
the news gets it and every month He blows our minds. I have also learned some things
since I’ve been doing these prophetic words for the last five years. But in the last year, it
has really intensified for me, the word of knowledge. And the Lord has been showing me
that sometimes you can see things ahead. For instance, three months ago I remember
hearing the Lord. I was talking about Louisiana and utility vehicles and floods that I saw.
All these utility vehicles were driving because something had happened. I remember the
Lord speaking about flooding and different things that would occur. Now being here at
this time and seeing what has happened in Louisiana and the threat that can happen to
other cities and states, I understand that the Lord will show us things beforehand and it’s
not necessarily for the month. It can be for the year or for years to come. We just decree
and declare the word. Be aware that what I speak tonight could be for now or it could be
for later, but I will continue to say what thus saith the Lord, and I'm going to believe that
He is going to cause things to retreat that need to retreat.

In the Bible, for example, many times Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel declared things that
were to come. All I can do is declare the word of the Lord and pray for the people. I believe
that we can thwart some things, we can shift some things, and we can change some
things. We can change some things that happen. I believe the Lord will never show us
something that we can't shift. He has told us to pray all things. I believe that worship wins
wars. The storm was predicted to be a Category 5, and one day while walking in my house
I randomly heard “Category 5.” That was before the storm, and the Lord said begin to pray,
and so I began to pray. I remember seeing a pig that was decorated, some kind of
dressed-up pig. And then I saw what could be considered a monster of the sea come out
of the sea and I believe it has to do with the marine kingdom. I believed that I needed a
word on it. So I went to the word and Psalm 74:14 talks about how the Lord can set the
boundaries and how it was the Lord who crushed and broke the head of the sea monsters
of the waters and crushed the head of Leviathan. I understood that God was showing me
a picture of several things spiritually going on behind the storm.

There are always spiritual things that are connected to the natural. Never get it twisted
and think that what's going on with COVID or in general in this world, what's going on
financially, what's going on with the famine — is just happenstance. In everything, there
is a spiritual world and there's also a natural world and we do not wrestle against flesh and
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blood. I believe that those of us who are prayer warriors took that storm and changed it to
where it began to be a tropical depression. But we also understand that we have to
continue to fight and continue to war in the Spirit. God began to speak about the
aftermath of the storm and praying for the people, and so I’m going to continue to pray.

We’re about to step into Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, which is going to be
September 6-8. I believe that when we transition like that, there's also supernatural things
that happen as we step into the High Holy Days, Yom Kippur, all of those things. I always
know there is going to be that transition as well as the yearly transition that we have in the
world.

The Lord said, September — restored, redeemed, and remembered. The Bible says God
remembered Noah and all the beasts and all the cattle that were with him in the ark and
caused the wind to pass over the earth and the water subsided. The Lord said that this
month I shall remember you like I did Noah. I shall remember you like I did Abraham. I
shall remember you and I shall remember My covenant to you.

Isaiah 49:15-16 is a scripture I have been focusing on and this is when the Lord spoke to me
about remembering us. He said, can a woman forget her nursing child and have no
compassion on the son of her womb? Even these may forget but I will not forget you.
Behold, I have inscribed you on the palms of my hands, your walls are continually before
me. Behold I have inscribed you, I have written you, on the palms of my hands. Now that's
supernatural.

The Lord is saying, I have not forgotten you and I will not forget you in this time nor this
year, as we are stepping into the new year, the High Holy Days, the Jewish New Year. The
Lord has said, I have not forgotten you, I remember everything and I've inscribed you in
the palm of my hands. Study. Meditate on it this month, that He has inscribed you,
engraved you, in the palm of His hand.

I'm going to remember you. He wanted me to tell you that. He said encourage my people.
The Lord said I want you to come on and really encourage my people because we are
going through some things, we are about to endure some things. We are enduring. He
said, I'm going to be with you, you will be safe in My arms, I have not forgotten you, I have
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not forgotten My covenant that I made with you. I shall remember you like Abraham says
the Lord. Psalm 105:42. For he remembered his holy word with Abraham his servant.

God is not a man that He shall lie. He shall not repent. He has not lied about your future,
He has not lied about what He's going to do, although tragedy looms, although things
loom, although it's looking very dim. The Lord works His best miracles in the midst of
chaos and mayhem. He said I will remember you, I will take you to the places that I have
promised you, I will get you through this time of sadness, I will give you the fruit of
gladness, faith shall be your rock and joy, and gladness. He said this is just a test, you will
survive this and you will take pride in it, for I have not forgotten. Though it seems like
doors have been locked in, I have not forgotten. He said I will even create doors for you, for
there are doors for more, doors to explore. What seems to have expired, God says it has
not. I will create a new way for you. He said even the road blockages and the miscarriages
of justice, even the mistrust of the government, even as cases continue to skyrocket, I have
not forgotten you. I will carry you through this time.

The Lord talked about Georgia being on His mind. He said the blind leading the blind, the
weak being taken advantage of, I come to restore justice to her. Keep standing, there is a
plan that is in motion. There are motions to file, cases will be on trial, soon Georgia will
smile. I heard Annapolis, a metropolis. The Lord talked about greed and trouble proceeds
in Missouri. That dockets get blurry.

With weather, I saw lava pouring out, I saw rain, and I saw drought, tornadoes, and
hurricanes wrecking the South. I saw pillaging and killing for clout. The Lord said I will give
you a way out, don't doubt and don't fear, don't remember yesteryear with tears.

I began to hear the word on real estate and a lot of homelessness. This is a great time as
well for those of you who are into funding and contracts and grants. The Lord has been
speaking about contracting, for the last six months, maybe even last year. The Lord was
telling me homelessness was going to just become a really big issue and so He wanted
His people to find ways to become the resource. He said I will literally make you human
resources, I'm going to make you human resources.
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As I have said before, we have to continue to store and continue to stock up. As things are
happening, as the winter is coming, as these cases of COVID are picking up, as you're
seeing these different variants come down the pipeline, it's important to know that you're
just protecting yourself. Not because you're in fear, but because you're in wisdom. Wisdom
is the principal thing. Noah looked real crazy when preparing for a storm and what the
Lord told him to prepare for. I want to say concerning COVID, concerning just anything,
health, anything, but definitely COVID, don't get tripped out here and don't get caught up.
Don’t get caught up in who says, she says this first, and he says. You have got to tune all
that out, you have got to hear the Lord for yourself, and you have got to pray all things. If
you don't agree with what somebody else's decision is, then you keep it moving and say
well this is what God told me to do, and be confident in that.

The Lord says buyouts and payouts to help you pull through. So that has to do with that
funding and that money. As we enter into Rosh Hashanah there will be increased drama,
overseas on land, especially near sands. We place Florida, Texas, and Louisiana before the
throne. Do not despise new beginnings and do not despise endings, but there shall be
some unexpected endings that will bring us to a place of completion. God is saying that it
is over, you have finished that season, stop carrying it with you into what I have for you. It's
time for the next place and for the next race, don't carry that old thing into the new. I
think this has a lot to do with us continuing to carry people, old jobs, old businesses, old
churches, into a new season. The world has changed during COVID. There has been a
change. That may mean that you transition in your job, that might mean you transition
from your church, your ministry, whatever. But you continue to try to hold that season
when the Lord said I've even made this whole world the transition, I've allowed this thing,
but you're still standing still. We pray to move God’s people, cause them to move into
motion that they will not be sedentary anymore, we come against the sedentary
prophetic mindset because it continues to have people sit still when the Lord said it's time
to till, time to till the earth, time to till and go forward.

The Lord said pray for places like Benghazi, Bangkok, New Jersey, Syria, and Turkey. And
so Father, we just pray for these areas as well as Afghanistan. He said pray for the
investments and the financial sectors, it stands on faulty grounds and faulty plans. Pray for
the distribution into the right hands, also pray for distribution and distributors. Although
you will see distribution continue to be backed up, the Lord has been saying this, since I
think last year, and really this year for the last three months — you're going to see things
being stalled. You're going to go into the store and see things being bare. This is not to put
you in fear. This is to put you in awareness that you have to store up like the Lord said. But
also, this is an opportunity for Christmas time. I celebrate Christmas if you don't that's fine.
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But if people are going to be looking for certain things, because they're going to be out,
this is a good time to buy those things up and then resell them. For the resellers this is
your time, this is your time. Because there is going to be a shortage with toys. So in that,
have wisdom. I pray that the Lord makes us a resource, human resources, where we are
giving services that people need. Be wise. Be a tentmaker in this time. He said, pray for
distribution into the right hands, for man sets plans but God is the one who makes them
happen.

We are looking at shaky grounds. Al-Qaeda and every secret mission. I saw bunkers being
inhabited and attacked. I saw an attack on bunkers. I continue to see an issue in the
stomach area. I don't know if this is Cholera. There will be an issue that hits the intestines
and cause gastric issues. Lord, I don't know if it's in the meat, but you guys already know if
the Lord’s been speaking to you about meat. I’ve seen inland terrorism, so He said pray
against inland terrorism in the States. I also see more marches for justice, against injustice,
so racial things picking back up. I see things being shaky. I hear earthquakes and
hurricanes. I see things never being the same. I see others looking for someone to blame. I
hear this shall lift up My name, I am God and there is no other like me.

I heard the Lord say begin to pray for autistic children, for autistic children shall get a
hearing. I think that this is a court hearing. I see doors open that will help unwire the
transmitter. Pray for autistic children. They shall speak, they shall move their feet, they
shall peak through this. Though they have a weakness I will use them to solve some of the
world's most advanced problems. Any mother right now who has an autistic child, the
Lord said you have not been forgotten, do not feel ashamed. I see resources coming down
the pipeline for you, resources for you, resources for your child right now, coming, quickly,
even in the next few months.

Clean the ocean act, dealing with pollutions, acts dealing with restitution, healthcare, and
new ultrasound technologies. As we enter into a dark winter hear me and obey, things will
begin to be severely delayed so I want you to order and put away, for things you have will
become of value. Men and women shall travel far and away just to get what you have,
prices balloon and inflate as does the wait. So you be the resource. But also I hear the Lord
say, wait to buy things that don't matter. Even as prices shall shatter, people shall scatter,
batter, batter up. We are in the third ending, we have not reached the ceiling. I saw people
buying up and buying items for Christmas reselling. I feel a wind on reselling items, taking
items that you have and reselling them - much money coming from that, toys going for
$300. It will be a different Christmas. I hear pray for the children, cover them.
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I heard solar system, pray about the solar system and pray about solar power. The Lord
said, cast a wider net, don't give up yet. The Lord said pivot. Pivot. Pivot. Pivot. Don't give
up yet, cast a wider net, don't give up yet. Don't get stuck trying to figure it out and then
you're over there stuck and other people are moving.

The government is at a crossroads and most of the chaos is in the house and is in-house.
But things will begin to get worked out, you will see some legislation thrown out.

This may be the next few years. But there shall be a justice seat that will become vacant
and a black woman is positioned to take it. There shall be an uprising at her assignment
but this is about divine alignment. She shall be a woman of miracles and supernaturally I
will seat her. There will be a black woman who takes the seat, the Lord said. He's been very
clear. He's been very clear about the reason why things have been happening, that God is
a God of justice. There's going to be a justice, a supreme justice seat, that comes open and
a black woman will take that seat, and I believe that she will be a believer.

I saw airstrikes at Jefferson Memorial, airstrikes in Washington, DC. I just want to pray a
hedge of protection over Washington DC. to thwart the hand of the enemy and thwart
airstrikes, planned attacks, and massacres. The same way that I believe we came together
and thwarted the storm. I saw warships, Navy and Marine warships, they were getting
ready. Pray a hedge of protection around our children, a hedge of protection for those
who are in the military, a hedge of protection for those who are in the Marines and the
Navy and the Air Force and the Army.

Concerning Biden. Biden has not been truthful about these transitions. I think this has to
do with Afghanistan. There have been some omissions that stem before the Obama era.
Some transactions with Trump that caused hysteria. This blip will cause a blob. There was
pressure up top, pressure behind him, but some of the claims are baseless. The US will
have to face this. What we see now is on the shoulders of four presidents. I know people
want to look for somebody to blame. But the Lord said it’s on the shoulders of four
presidents. That's Republican and Democrat. When the Lord said that Biden would win, I
also saw a storm happening. Something knocked him out and Kamala had to come.
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Allegations will be coming from the left field as retaliation. But it is not time for retaliation,
it's time for preparation. This will stem an investigation, but wait and be patient, the heart
of the house of cards will come down, both decks are unsound. To me, that lets me know
that both left and right are on faulty grounds and is setting up what the Lord is saying
about more of a different party. We continue to pray for the President of the United States.

Government sanctions, pranks, and mysterious happenings, wiretaps, and mercenaries,
subsidiaries, banks do tank like boats, boats do sink. I'm authorizing benefits on your
behalf. I'm providing you a path. I am granting you a way out. I'm pulling it together. I'm
helping you to weather the storm. He said pray against boats sinking like the Poseidon. He
said continue to pray that the marine kingdom is coming down.

I heard Tulane University and diversity.

I heard Chicago I am with you. He said continue to pray for Chicago. I just see legislation
coming out in Chicago that will begin to block some of these things with these children
with these guns. Some of this black-on-black crime, even this crime that has caused a
murderous spirit in Chicago. I see people, high preachers, preachers who were well known
in Chicago, I see God removing some and putting up others. I see a candidate rising from
the South Side of Chicago, who will be a voice, who will be a horn, who is a man of God, a
man of integrity. I feel that he is in the ministry and I see him becoming a voice in
Chicago. He is a black man and God shall use him to take territory for the kingdom in the
name of Jesus.

He said pray against increased drunk driving accidents. He said pray against accidental
overdose, pray against Acidosis and Edema. Pray against porous, lung defects from
COVID-19. I was hearing something earlier as I was praying about COVID, about
magnesium. He said I am at work for My promises. He said, I will cause you to be referred
and I will make divine referrals happen for you. He said, pray for the miners, continue to
pray even for miners. A year of victory. Pray for the troops. He says that this will be a big
year but take time to rest. Take time for your mental health and prioritize it. Jesus and
therapy is okay. He said begin and continue to pray for the territories and the regions. I
saw court cases being erased and judgments shall not be upheld
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I heard Hong Kong, praying for Hong Kong. We also pray against any invasions, any secret
invasions. I do hear that there shall be retaliation. So pray for cover from and against
retaliation, not just this nation but also us individually; retaliation on our job, retaliation in
our ministries, retaliation in our business, the spirit of retaliation that will come against
what God has set in order. We continue to cover the different nations, we cover China, we
cover Asia, we cover Europe, we cover Canada. Father, we thank you that you continue to
cover the nations right now.

Last year I heard the Lord talk about funds that were going to be released to parents who
have been keeping their kids out of school because of COVID, funds being released. So
they're going to have to do something, there's no way that parents can be keeping their
kids for two years straight and no money comes to the parents because you're doing the
teacher's job. Legislation shall be passed and I pray every school system, every school
district shifts. God will raise up the schools for the people, every person who was in school,
and those who want to own schools, for there is a shifting of territories, there is a shifting
of ideas, there is a shifting of power. Power coming from one person's hand to the other
hand.

The Lord said you have equity in the kingdom. The Lord just spoke that word that many
have us have equity in the kingdom but we are not utilizing that equity, that resource that
we have.

He said we have equity and you are not utilizing your equity in the kingdom. Many of us
been sitting here for 20 years, 30 years, 40 years. That is equity, that is the longsuffering, in
the kingdom.

Another thing that He was speaking to me earlier. There's this scripture, Matthew 24:3-5.
As he sat upon the Mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying tell us
when shall these things be and what shall be the sign of thy coming and the end of the
world. And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you, for
many shall come in my name saying I am Christ and shall deceive many. The interesting
thing here, not only shall people come saying that they are Christ, but there are people
who are coming, who shall come, who say I'm coming in the name of Christ and they are
coming in the name of themselves. So I asked the Lord, how can we know? Who are they?
The people? Are they who they say they are? Has the word come from you? He said in
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Matthew 7:20, Wherefore by their fruits you shall know them. Galatians 5:22-24. That's
what I was talking about that longsuffering. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance; against such there is
no law. And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lust.
There are times you’ve got to turn off the news, you got to turn off every person that you’re
listening to. I don't care if it's on social media. I don't care who it is. I don't care what it is.
You have got to turn off gossip. You have got to turn off everything. Because you want
clarity. You want to hear from the Holy Spirit.

I'm worshipping Him with the gifts that He's given me. The Lord began to speak to me
about that. He said, tell the people to worship in dance, worship in art. You might just start
painting, you might just start doing poetry. Some people don't understand that
intercession can be multiple things. I think it's Ezekiel who laid on one side and He carried
the intercession in His body (Ezekiel 4:4-8). You have to know how to let some of these
things out because these things will keep you, worship will win wars. These things will
keep you, in the midst of everything that's going on, all of the confusion and all of the
turmoil and when things begin to boil over. I saw lava and I saw all these other things and
weather and hurricanes and all these things happening and the Lord said people will be
looking for somebody to blame, but He said my name shall be lifted up in the midst of
this. The Lord just said continue to be wise, wisdom is the principal thing.

I see some money that's been held up, but I see it being released even in the next five
days. I hear the Lord say bonuses. I heard plan, practice, persistence and then
procurement will make for a big year for you. The Lord said I will protect you, I will cover
you. I even hear the Lord talking about wrong diagnoses. I hear the Lord say, get a second
opinion. I just see frustration, on your children, even a bit of manipulation, coming from
the church house, a bit of manipulation. I see a father figure manipulating. Families that
are under strong manipulation, children who are under manipulation, and people who are
under manipulation in the ministry. Some of you have been in this state for 10 or 15 years,
20 years, carrying somebody else's bondage, carrying somebody else's burden. You have
been living your life for somebody else, waiting on somebody else to put you on a
microphone, waiting on somebody else to put you on the stage. But I hear the Lord saying
you're about to turn the page. It's time to turn the page in Jesus’ name.

Let worship come upon your people’s lives, for worship shall win the war, worship shall be
the state of protection. I saw bad cases being released when the Lord causes cases to
disappear, cases to be erased. I hear the Lord say, for some of you who have things that
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you need done, there are actually loopholes happening for you. Maybe there are certain
mandates that they said you had to do, I see loopholes happening for you. I see loopholes,
I see loopholes, I see loopholes. God said I'll make a way out of no way for you. I’ll cause the
river, the stream, to be in the wilderness for you. Isaiah 41. Some of you are just trying to
keep figuring out the prophetic dreams, the Lord said that I have given you the
interpretation, it’s Me who gives you the interpretation.

Even in this time of liquidation, because I see some liquidation happening on properties, I
hear some of you will begin to get your property back. A place that you've been looking for
and looking at it and somebody else got before the pandemic, I hear the Lord saying that
place shall be yours now. You shall get those items back, the things back that was taken
from you. There's a do-over for some. I see do-overs and I see tests. I see specifically test
do-overs, a do-over season. I see also do-overs in relationships. Some relationships that
may not have worked, even concerning relationships, romantic relationships, that you've
been praying for.

He said encourage the body. He said, lo I’ll be with you even until the end of the age. I am
with you. No man can thwart out of My hand. I am with you says the Lord. Divine healing
in your body, any area in your body that is struggling with pain, any area in your body that
is struggling. Congestive heart failure, whatever's going on concerning the heart area, I
see something going on, I see misdiagnosis. Lupus, we come up against it in the name of
Jesus.

I hear the Lord say there is going to be a divine reversal, some of you have the authority to
reverse some things in your body. I hear the Lord say He's giving you a strategy, even by
diet alone. I see some of you going to your boss and asking for that raise. I see some of you
becoming your boss. Every person that's in the wrong seat, cause them to shift into the
right seat. I break women out of the spirit of narcissistic relationships, in the name of
Jesus. I just hear that, every narcissistic relationship.

Divine reversal happening in your bank account, concerning bills, every overcharge, even
fees. I see fees. If you have some fees I just see you calling them up, there's a window of
opportunity. I see many of you calling in the afternoon after lunch, concerning these fees,
concerning this bill. I see the Lord saying, I'm about to cause that fee to be erased and I'm
about to cause some of that to become zero. I'm about to cause half of that bill to be
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taken off. I even see the Lord talking about the IRS, but you won't even have to pay some
of that. I hear the Lord saying, call at the right time, you won’t have to wait in line,
everything's about to work out in your favor. Write-ups are being reversed, student loans
are being reversed. Divine reversal, divine reversal, divine reversal, divine reverse. Divine
reversal. Deuteronomy 11:24, Every place where you set your foot will be yours: Your
territory will extend from the desert to Lebanon, and from the Euphrates River to the
Mediterranean Sea.
Isaiah 26:3. I will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on you because he trusts
in you. You will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on you because he trusts
in you. And so our mind is on the Lord, not on our situation. He will work out the situation.
He will work out the allegations. He will work out the revelation. He will work out
everything concerning your job, concerning your business, concerning your ministry,
concerning you. He will work out everything concerning your health.

I heard the Lord say I’m even releasing divine visas in the midst of this time. I see visas
being released. Those who belong in America, they shall get visas. I remember the word of
the Lord, last month I saw sojourners. I heard the word sojourners and I saw sojourners
coming here to America. Now I understand that was what's going on with Afghanistan.
There are people who do belong here, that the Lord has mandated to be in America.
Because even while people have been fleeing to go to different countries, the Lord will
have people coming as sojourners here in America, it is the mission field.

I see the Lord stirring you up, encouraging you, giving you the strength, you’ll wake up
tomorrow and be in a whole other mindset, you’ll wake up tomorrow and be in a whole
other understanding, a whole new clarity. Whatever has been on you for the last month I
see it being lifted up off of you. I see you getting stronger. I see you getting bolder. I see
you becoming fearless, that you're looking at the enemy straight in his eyes and saying
you shall not come nigh my dwelling. We pray against every bit of Santería, every voodoo,
hoodoo witchcraft, God has canceled it over His people. The blood of Jesus shall cover His
children.

When you wake up tomorrow morning, things are going to change. Things are going to
be different, my husband's going to be different, my family's going to be different, my
mind is going to be different, there's going to be a difference. My vehicle is even going to
be different, my house is going to be different, my address is going to be different. My
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situation is going to be different. Even their situation. People in the hospital, it's going to
be different. For the good, a good different, a good difference.

The Lord said also be positioned. I see some of you getting phone calls to say hey, you
come here and you're about to get this, you do this you're going to get this. Be ready to
move at any time. Many of you said yes send me, I'll go, you said I’m an apostolic person,
not a denomination but revelation, I'll go. I’m a sent one. I'm a pioneer. Well the Lord said
even this year, as I tell you to go to a new place I want you to do what I called you to do. If I
tell you to leave that job after 20 years, I want you to do what I called you to do.

When I wake up things are going to be different. When we wake up it's going to be
different and we stand on that.

We're continuing to move on and to pray for the nations. But there are things that are
going to happen. They happened in the word, they're going to happen while we're living
on this earth, but we're continuing to pray and trust God, and we're going to continue to
move forward. We're going to be wise like Joseph in this time and we’re going to store up.
We’re going to prepare for whatever's to come. In the meantime, we're going to keep
moving, we're going to occupy, we’re going to do the work of the Lord. When we wake up,
things will be different, for the good.
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